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Description
Your childhood home, an old family caravan, the incredible skyscraper in your city - these are all the wonderful subjects that deserve to 
be recreated in fabric. Internationally acclaimed, award-winning quilter Gloria Loughman teaches you to capture your favourite place in 
fusible appliqué. Her simple technique is easy to master, yet yields stunning results. Draw from one of three included projects, your own 
photo or memory and downloadable bonus patterns to assemble your own scenes that are captivating, vivid and full of character.

Key Selling Points
Tell the story of a favourite place - Gloria shows you how to create buildings, boats, cars, doorways and more
Quilters of all levels will love the comprehensive attention to fabric, colour and elements of design
Practice a unique construction method for graphic quilts that resemble woodblock prints

About The Author
Australian Gloria Loughman was introduced to the world of patchwork nearly twenty years ago. Over the years she has dabbled in many 
areas including strip piecing, bargello, colourwash, fabric dyeing and painting, and machine embroidery. After completing studies in 
design and colour as part of a Diploma of Art in 1996, she began to make her large vivid landscape quilts depicting the Australian bush. 
These quilts have won many major awards in Australia, Europe, Japan, and the United States. Her quilt Kimberley Mystique was the 
winner of Australia's most prestigious national quilting award in 2003. As well as being in demand as a teacher at home and abroad, 
Gloria has curated six exhibitions of Australian quilts to the United States and has had the privilege of judging at many major shows. Her 
work has been featured in many books and magazines. Gloria lives in Kerang, Australia and is married with three daughters. 
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